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THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF VALUES

In a sermon given in Georgia on February 4, 1968,

during the height of the Civii Rights movement, the

Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke eloquently
about what it takes to tru1y be a helper:

Everybody can be great because anybody can serve (the

Civil Rights movement). You don't have to have a col-

lege degree to serve, you don't have to make your sub-

ject and verb agree to selve, you don't have to know

about Plato and Aristotle to selve, you don't have to

know Einstein's "Theory of Relativity" to serve, you

don't have to know the Second Thbory of Thermody-

namics and Physics to serve. . ... You only need aheart

full of grace, a soul generated bf love. (King, 1968)

The issues that surround ethical judgment involve a

complex interplay of norals, values, and priorities that

people hold in relationship to themselves, their col-

leagues, and other professionals. Ethical principles of
practice are interrelated with, but distinguishable

from, concepts such as morals, values, and codes of
ethics. Taken together, they form the heart and soul of
counseling.

Ethics and Morals

Ethics has been variously defined. In Chapter 1, the dif-
ficulty of distinguishing the concepts of ethics and

morality in the arenas of philosophy and professional

practice was discussed. In discussing the practice of
': professional counseling and psychology, the term pro-
' fessional ethics carries a meaning more closely related

i.,,-: io the concept of philosophical morals; that is, acting
:.' in accoid with standardS of professional practice. 'When

i.: reading the professional counseling and fsychology lit-

i:i, .r"ture, the meaning of ethics'and morahgy becomes

;;i, even more confusing because authors do not have a

.' clear agreement on definition. For example, in the pro-

,- fessional counseling and psychology literature, ethics is

defined as "a branch of study in philosophy concerning
r , how people ought to act toward each other, pronounc-

.. I. ing judgments of value about those actions" (Kitchener,

::i# 1984, p.18); and "a hierarchy of values that perinits
:'.: choices to be made based on distinguished levels of- I right or wrong" (Shertzer & Linden, 7979, p.510). In de-

. ,- scribing rnorals in the professional literature, the nafure
t,' 

, of the concepts takes on a clear connotation of the
' 'goodness 

or badness of human behavior or character
, (Van Hoose & Kotder, 1985) and implies an element of
, '.'-qoercion (Mowrer, 1967). Although ethics also deTls
t, . "

"

rl .

-.. -:l:,, ,. :
i.',-
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with the appropriateness of human action, it connotes

more of a basis in reason and obiectiviry (Van Hoose &

Kottler). in differentiating between ethics and morals,

Kitchener noted that morals are more related to the in-

dividual's belief strucrure, whereas ethics involve the

sfudy and evaluation of this belief structure. The im-

portance of this distinction and the evaluative compo-

nent of ethics become clear when one realizes that "it

is critical to differentiate betlveen saying 'X' belieues a

certain action is right or good and that action is right or

good" (Kitchener, p. f 5). lt ls not difficult to think of ex-

amples of people who are steeped in personally or en-

vironmentally distoted thinking: Recall the scientists in

charge of the Tuskegee experiment that left black men

with syphiiis intentionally untreated for decades, or the

Reverend Jim Jones, who led the mass suicide of his

cult in Gttyana. The individuals involved in these, and

countless other tragic circumstances, may ?rave acted

consistently with their personal moral code, but not eth-

ically, as based on a broader analysis of appropriate be-

havior. The need for evaluation of personal actions

against abroader standard of what is right and good is

imperative for the weil-being of all.

Values

Counselors are required to distinguish their personal

moral codes from and reconcile them with the profes-

sion's values to behave in an ethical manner. Hoqtever,

some experts in the field maintain that the stated at-

tempt to sepataLe moral outlook and choices from pro-

fessional skills and practices is both deceptive and

- deleterious to one of'psychotherapy's rnajor sources of
Iegitimacy, clirection, and powei (Frank, 1p61; London,

1986). In fact, Dohergz (I99) advocated counseling

that actively incorporates a motal development per-

spective. He argued that counselors should urge their

clients to adopt a sense of moral responsibiliry , and that

counselors should ascribe to the ideals of commitment,
justice, truthfulness, and community in their work with
clients. Others have suggested that counseling be seen

as an oppol-tunity for moral reflection and encorlagg

ment of character development (Griftith & Duesterhaus,

2000). Clear1y, counselors must give much thought'to

understanding the role of morals and values ip tllgil
work. Most professionals agree that all counseling in-

volves values, no matter how directly or indrectly'they

afe expressed. . .. r'l::':-riir'::.:.ii-

Rokeach (197, defined value as "an.endqring O"ltEJ

that a specific mode of conduct or end-state 9!exi..l,!91.:9

. . ,, ' .','.1 t;.::, .,'r: -l;.i;ltl
. ::.r.:.i.
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is personaily or socially preferable to an opposite or con-

verse mode of conduct or end-state of existence" (p 5)

Values involve that which is intrinsically wothwhile or

wofihy of esteem for its own sake and reflect the value

holder's worldview, culrure, or understanding of the

world. Values arise from individuals' experiences and in-

teractions with their culture, the wodd, and the people

around them, such as thelr parents, friends' religious

leaders, and neighbors. Thus, values vary among indi-

viduals, but are likely to vary iess among persons grow-

ing up within similar systems, such as specific culh-tres or

religions. A value system is a hierarchical ranking of the

degree of preference for the values expressed by a pat-

ticular person or social entitY.

Values are often mistakenly thought of as involving
a sirnple egpression of personal interest or preference,

such as a preference for an automatic rather than a stan-

dard transmission in a new car. Acfually, values are

more complex-they involve a set of beliefs that in-

clude evaluative, emotional, and existential aspects.

There are elements of goodness, obligation, ol require-

ment; positive ot' negative affective orlentation; and a

sense of tl-ie meaningfulness of the situation or choice

attached to the object of the valuing process. Values are

not dilectly observable, but they guide human choice

and action through the value preferences expressed in
human choices and goals, and they may also be ex-

pressed verbally (see activity in Box 5-1).
There are many systems for describing values, in-

cluding Rokeach's (197, L8 values that reflect desirable

end-states. Al1port, Vernon, and Lindzey (1960) saw six

basic values or evaluative atdrudes reflected in personal-

ity types: theoletical, economic, aesthetic, social, politi-

cal, and religious. Similally, Frankena (i963) identified

eight distinct realms of value , only one of which is re-

lated to ethics: molaliry, afi, science, religion, economics,

politics, law, and manner or custom. In all of these sys-

tems, values can be either moral or nonmoral in nature-
they may or may not involve preferences concerning

what is morally right or wrong. For example. a person's

choice to become a vegetarian might be based on non-

moral or moral value grounds. It might stem from belief

in the importance of social status and a wish to follow

the lead of a charismatic fi'iend, or to be "politically cor-

rect" (nonmoral values of manner or custom); or the

choice might be based on a spiritual belief that all forms

of life should be respected and protected from discom-

fort and violence (moral). Thus, any situation, choice, or

action may be valued or prized in a number of disparate

and possibly competing ways by different individuals or

groups. It also is possible for one individual to hold two

or more c9nflic1lng valLrgs qpoqt 7 yafti9ul4l.9!lec1 or

situation, risulting in some ievel of diisonanCe if the per-

son becomes aware of the conflicting values. The vege-

tarian who believes in the sanctity of all Life forms may

also value respect for family tradition and a mother's

wishes (thus eating Thanksgiving turkey once a year ar

the family gathering).
The process of socializing new students into a pro-

fession can also be thought of as introducing them to

the profession's specific core values. For example,

new students will learn the high value that counselors

place on protecting clients' privacy by hearing instruc-

tors and fellow students discuss it in class and then ob-

serving their clinical supervisors struggle to keep client

information confidential by claiming privilege in the

face of a subpoena. This socialization process can be

seen as a way of assisting these individuals in adopt-

ing a specific sr-tbculture or worldview that will en-

hance their professional perspective, judgment, and

ability to function responsibly in their new roles.

Rokeach and Regan (1930) noted two dimensions of
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conflicts. The desired result of this process was trans-

ference reaction. Patients would project the persona of

an important figure from their earlier psychic develop-

ment and .ngig. this persona in repmatory work by

playing out conflicts with this figure- in *re therapist-

puti"ttt relationship. It was essen tlaI that characteristics

tf the therapist, including values and morais, w€re not

conveyed to the patient, thereby encouraging the pro-

jection process.' Th; substance of orthodox Freudian psyctrody-

namic therapy as well as the enthusiastic adoption of

the objective, scientific paradigm continued to influ-

ence the development of all psychotherapy' This legacy

resulted in a long-term supposition that counselors and

therapists couldlnd should be value-neutral, a belief

that persisted into the 1950s (Ginsberg & Herma, 1953;

Walters, 7958). Latet, professionals began acknowledg-

ing the value-based nature of counseling (Bergin, 1985;

London, 1986; Pietrofesa, Hoffman, Splete, & Pinto'

1978). Education and research have continued to value

and develop the scientific and technical aspects of pro-

fessional practice in subsequent decades' However, it is

iust as critical for counselors to acknowiedge and

develop the ability to address the moral and value

dimensions of their expertise (Corey, Corey, & Callanan'

2003; London, 1986). Herr and Niles (1988) noted that

the counselor's values determine the process of coun-

seling, whereas the client's values determine the

conint of counselinf: In addition, the content of the

problem the client brings to counseling yun be value

iaden in and of itself for both the counselor and client'

such as whether or not to have premarital sex' Ciients

alsc, may attempt to iamoufla$e oq avqiQ'certain i'siil'lgs

due to itruggles with their value systems, such as re-

fusing to discuss their struggles with issues of gender

idenJty. Figure J-2' provides examples of the myriad

value-charged issues that clients may bring to counsel-

ing. Counselors should examine their omrn values and

biases in these areas.

QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Your 16-year-old client informs you that she is pregnant by

her 17-ylar-old boyfriend' She tells you that she does not

tove hei boyfriend and was thinking about ending the rela-

tionship prior to the pregnancy. She wants to have an abor-

fion and needs your help. You are pro-life and do not

support abortion; however' you work in a public school that

does not have a policy prohibiting counselors lrom working

with students considering abortion' What do you do?

A counselor's personal and professional value sys-

tems will influence the course of the counseling inter-

action through a wide range of mechanisms: (a) if and

how the client will be diagnosed, (b) whether cerlain

topics will be focused on or discussed at all through

specific direction or more subtle verbal or nonverbal

,.irrfor."-.nt, (c) which goals are considered possible

or appropriate for the counseling work they will do'

a"a (al how they will be evaluated (Strupp, 1980)'

Counselors' Values in the Relationship

Counselors should become intensely involved in as-

sessing their own values and how they affect the coun-

seling process (Corey, Corey, &Callanan,2003; Her &

Nites, fgSS). It is highly unethical for counselors to im-

pose their values on a client (Corey, Corey, & Callanan)'

Fo. example, some counselors have pressured homo-

sexual ciients who are content with that status to

becotne involved in conversion or reparative role re-

covery therapy. Practitioners of reparative therapy be-

lieve ihat homosexuality is a m€ntal illness'rather than

a variation within the normal spectrum of human sex-

ual, affectional expression. The counselorwho imposes

this value upon a client has acted unethically for three

reasons. First, the counseiol has used a position of

trust with the client to coerce the client into undergoing

therapv that is not desired Second, the counselor has

abortion
sexual identitY issues
substance abuse
cross-racial adoPtion
controversial religious beliefs
birth control
inf ertility/childlessness
unusual sexual Practices

assisted suicide
child custodY
illegal means of suPPort

unsafe sexual activitY

racist behavlor/attitudes
unwed PregnancY
cosmetic surgerY
gang membershiP

pre- or extramarital sex

spousal abuse
interracial relationshiPs
child neglecVabuse
dishonestY
discipline of children
death and dYing

suicide

FIGURE 5-2' Value-Charged lssues in Counseling
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ignored the findings of the psychological and medical

immunities that homosexuality is not a merrtal illness

and thus needs no treatrnent' Third, the counselor has

recommended a course of action that at best is ineffec-

dve and, in the majority of cases, has proven to be harm-

ful. Although homosexrality may be considered a

controversial issue in some social or religious arenas,

tlrere is no such contloversy in the medical and psycho-

logical aten s. The National Rehabilitation Association,

th! American Medical Association, the American Acad-

emy of Pediatrics, the ACA, the American Psychiatric As-

sociation, the APA, the National Association of School

Psychologists, and the NAS\(, represent over 
^ 

miliion

health and mental heaith professionals. Al1 of these or-

garizations recogrize homosexuality as a healthy ex-

oression of human sexualiry rather than a mental illness,

and thus it needs no "cure." In addition, these organiza-

tions have classified reparative therapy as a harmful and

therefore unethical practice. Counselors who hold the

personal value that homosexualiry is a mental illness are

Lthically obligated to inform tireir clients who have issues

concerning sexual identity that the counselor's values are

at odds with counseling, psychological, and health care

professional organizations. They should then assist their

.li"trtt in locating another professional who can work

positively with them. It is important to note that homo-

iexual clients who are not content with their sexual ori
entation are candidates for therapy to come to

acceptance of their sexuality identiry. This is particular$

true of young clients who are at elevated risk for suicide'

Recent recommendations urge counselors to dis-

, close. their values and philosophical orientations di-

rectly to clients. This discussion might occur either

within the context of specific issues thal arise within
the course of counseling or as part of the process of
informed consent and professional disclosure at the

outset of counseling (Tjelveit, f9S6)' As wlth any ad-

vanced counseling technique, such as confrontation,

the counselor should disclose values carefully. This

disclosure should be intentional, focused on enhanc-

ing the client's process, and presented in an open,

nonjudgmental manner that carries with it the sense

that these values may be accepted or rejected without
risking the counseling relationship.

QUESTTON FOR REFLECTION
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The client might experience the same personal

values held by the counselor, as well as a more gen-

eral body of shared values. Traditionally, these shared

values have been described as mental bealtb ualues

(Jensen & Bergin, t9B8) or essential thera'peutic ualues

(Strupp, 1980)' A national survey byJensen and Bergin

examined counselors' degree of consensus with key

mental health values including autonomy and inde-

pendence, skill in interpersonal communication,

hon"try, and self-control. They found a substantial

consensus among surveyed counselors that these are

central counseling values. The essential therapeutic

values described by Strupp are that people (a) have

rights, privileges, and responsibilities; (b) have the

right to personal freedom; (c) have responsibilities to

others; (d) should be responsible for conducting their

own affairs, as much as they are able; (e) should have

their individuality respected; (f) should not be domi-

nated, manipulated, coerced, or indoctrinated; and

(g) are entitled to make their own mistakes and Iearn

from them. Values may be observed interpersonally

within the counseling relationship through studying

the perceived operations of (a) support, the receiving

of encouragement, understanding, and kindness from

others; (b) conformify, the following of rules and

observation of societal regulations; (c) recognition,
the attraction of favorabie notice and being considered

important; (d) independence, seeing oneself as

being free to make one's own decisions and acttng

autonomously; (e) benevolence, the experience of

sharing, helping, and acting generously toward others;

and (f) leadershi,p, the sense of having responslbility,

power, and authority over others (Gordon, 1976)'

blea.ly, the values of counselors are expressed

through specific behaviors that affect the client in the

counseling rql ationship.
In addition to these more global vaiue orientations,

some theoretical orientatlons embody and promulgate

specific philosophical or value positions as part of the

therapeutic system. To the degree that counseiors follow

these specific systems of therapy, they will directly in

fluence the philosophy and values of their clienls, hope-

fully with the client's direct awareness and consent

Examples of such approaches and associated values in-

clude (a) Adlerian Psychotherapy's emphasis on socia

striving and social interest; (b) Reaiity Thqrapy and its

focus on personal responsibiiity and the quality of the

individual lifestyle; (c) Existential Therapy and its em'

phasis on learning this particular philosophical system

including such concepts as self-determination and ftee

domwith responsibility; and (d) Eliis's Rational-Emotivt

Your client makes this statement in session:"1 hate Jews' lt's

too bad Hitler wasn't able to finish what he started'" You are

Jewish. What, if anything, do you say in response to this

statement?
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Behavior Therapy and its goal of indoctrinating the

client with a new set of tational beliefs and values'

A counselor's theoretical approach, phiiosophy, and un-

derlying value system also have an influence on clients'

fh...fJt", the counselor should include these beliefs in

the informed consent procedures at the outset of the re-

lationship. These issues should be thoroughly discussed

in terms that prospective clients can understand to en-

sure that they-comprehend these aspects of counseiing'

how the issues might influence their treatment, and

whether the values are compatible with their own

value system
When there appears to be serious value incom-

oatibilities or extreme levels of discomfort, counselors

must determine if they should continue working with

a client or refer the client to someone else who might

have a better level of ability or compatibility with

which to assist the client. If the counselor is in serious

danger of imposing values on the ciient or is rinable

to rJmain obfective, the counselor should consider re-

ferring the client elsewhere. Counselors often either

over- or underestimate their ability to work with

clients who cause such reactions in them''In such in-

stances, counselors must make every effort to be hon-

est with themselves. Superuision by a skilled senior

colleague is invaluable in this determination lf the

counselor is actually placing the client at risk or im-

peding progress, an appropriate referral made in a

posltive, constructive manner is necessary' In other in-
^rtnrr."r, 

proper safeguards such as a skilled supervi-

"o., 
aorr*ltunt, or cotherapist can be arranged' Then'

'with client consent, 'counseling can proceed effec-

tively. Such situations help counselors increase their

abiiiiy to understand the viewpoints of Qthers t|ratmay

be challenging to them.
Research has demonstrated that the degree to which

the values of the counselor and client are congnrent in-

fluences the outcome of the cQunseling process' For ex-

ample, clients who adopt values like those of their

counselors tended to have more positive outcomes

(Beutler, Pollack, & Jobe, 1978; Landfield & Nawas'

1964; \Xrelkowitz, Cohen, & Ortmeyer, 1967)' This im-

portant effect of differing counselor and client value

,yr,"-. demonstrates the increasing importance of the

counselor being culturally sensitive. Counselors must

become awdre of the value systems of their clients from

different cultures and of their own cultural assumptions

and biases. They also must be willing and able to apply

the skills necessary to accommodate and work across

these diverse culn:ral perspectives (Arredondo' &

Toporek, 2004; Pederson, 1985; Sue, 1996)'

QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Your client, a member of the Lakota Sioux, recently lost I

husband in an automobile accident and is seeing you

counseling. She reports that she saw her deceased ht

band and he told her to "watch for the eaglel'She has be

maintaining evening vigils in wait of her husband's requ€

You become concerned because she seems to be expt

encing hallucinations. What will you do?

Values, Cultural Worldviews,
and Multiculturalism

A deep appreciation and understanding of the vah

of various cultural, social, and racial groups may p

vide a window into the relationship with a client v
is from a nonmaiority group. (Many of the basic ct

cepts of multiculturalism and the ethical obligationt

diverse clients are discussed in Chapter 11 ) Counsel

must understand how individuals from different <

tures see the world and how they value different s

ations or ways of being-their woddview' In 
'

diverse society, we can no longer presume that all p

ple hold common, universal vaiues that will be

tress.d in the same way' Even when people fr
-di.r..r" 

cultures do hold comfiion values, they may

ply them to specific circumstances very differently''

actual choices and behaviors they choose are m

likely culture sPecific.
The values of different cultures have been descri

using a variety of dimensions upon which cultural gro

may differ Altkrough these various descriptors may

confusing; they do reflect the rich differences in what

-rn beittgs value and how they see the world The:

or dimensions for cultural values include nature, time,

cial relations, activity, hum4nity, customs' traditions,

religi.on (Hopkins, 199D. Incontrast, Hofstede (1980'

,"ur.h"d cultural differences relevant to public life

work behavior and found four major cuitural dimensi

(a) power distances, (b) uncertainty avoidance, (c) i

vidualism/collectivism, and (d) masculinity/femininit'

valuing assertiveness andmaterialtsm rather than con'

for people and qualitY of life.

Becoming culturally sensitive is not an easy'

suit for counseiors and constitutes a lifelong arez

personal and professional development Cc

Corey, and Callanan (2003), strident proponent

tl-ris type of value learning and exploration, noted-

often counselors must challenge the stereofFpical

liefs that are common legacies of a Eurocentric

ioriw culture. The ster-eotypical assumptions



called attention to are that clients: (a) arc ready to en-

;;;; value self-disclosure; (b) will be better off
tiiii-i.n^ve 

in an assertive manner; (c) believe that

I"lf-i.tutitation is important' "i3:lit a trusting re-

irJr"rittp can be q"ictuly formedi (d)-have.nonverbal

behaviors we can readily understand; and (e) value

iir".,tt"rt (Corey, Corey, & Callanan)' Counselors

ilrr, .o.rri"uously strive io learn more about different

,.rrir,,,r.s and varying value systems related to their

.lfut' [ves. Learning about these value themes or di-

il"rrrion, by listening to clients with openness and a

i""# ;;er into their frame of reference is an im-

portant obligation'

VALU ES CLARIFICATION, VALU I NG'

NNP MORAL DISCUSSION

How can counselors best prepare themselves to rec-
-oinn 

their values and the implications of these val-

IrE, in their work? This task can be daunting' Three

ti*"tprocesses have been developed to assist in this

'iurt , iuj values clarification, (b) the valuing process'

and (c) moral discussion'
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Distinct steps in the values clarification process involve

thethreemainfunctionsofprizing'choosing,artdact-
ing ott one's values' Values chosen through this process

are considered clarified values'

Kirschenbaum (2000) became convinced that val-

ues clarification should be an element in a more com-

pt"ft""tl"" approach that includes the original seven

irt.ring pro.Lrr., described by Raths' Harmin' and

si-on (igz8) that are contained in the facllltating

stage of the new model, but also adds. the processes

of inculcation of positive values and charucter' mod-

"ii"g "f 
vaiues and charactet, and ski1l building nec'

"rr"ry 
to live a satisfying and,'constructive life

(Kirschenbaum; see Figure 5-3)' This re.cent revision

addresses the criticisils of those authorities who

ir"ri"a values clarification for being concerned only

with the process rather than the outcome of the

Drocess. Kirschenbaum's fllore recent revision con-

:.;;;.iil n fo,rt the process and the hoped-for

outcomes of values education' Box 5-2 lists activities

that' 
^re 

consistent with this tradition'

Values Clarification

The work of Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966' 1918)

sparked a tremendously-successful movement among

Jducato.s, counselors, other helping professionals' and

"u.n 
th. public that focused aftention on the importance

uttJ ,rna.rrtanding of values' These schoiars addressed

..the.yacuurn that rnany people fe1! in 'the 1950s..in lerns j,

of establishing a sense of meaning and the importzfice

of values *ithin their lives and work' Thig movement

,pp"^..a to be a reaction to the value-neutral influence

i'tl-r. ,.l.r.tific tradition and the increasing popularity

of ,h" hr.;-nnistic philosophical and therapeutic r'nove-

ments of the late 1950s to the 1970s' The contemporary

work of Rogers, Peds, Maslow, and others encouraged

self-determination,examinationofone'sownperspec-
,J"r, and the search for personal *:.t1*€ and truth

through self-examination (Kinnier, 1995)' It is withil that

contefi that Raths, Harmin, and Simon G965) noted that

many inpividuals ate unaware of the vaiues they hold

andsufferfromthislackoffocusintheirpersona|and
professional relationships and even in the sense of who

they are.
Values clarification helps individuals clarify their

. beliefs through a method that focuses on the process

surrounding assigning value rather than 9n 
the content

" of what is valued 6aths, Harmin' & Simon' 1978)'

l. Inculcating
ll. Modeling
lll. Facilitating
. A. PriTing Pefigfg and behaviors '' t. Prizing and cherishinS

2. publicly affirming, when appropriate

B. Choosing belieis and behaviors

3. choosing from alternatives

4. choosing after consideration of

consequences
5. choosing freelY

C. Acting on beliefs

6. acting
7. acting with a pattern' consistency

and rePetition

lV. Value-laden skill building

Values Conflict Resolution

Clear$, the ways in which human experience can be ex-

;i;;',1"""gtr-values clarification are Yast' Nevefiheless'

FICURE 5-3. The ComprehensiveValues Education

pr"."r, ti".f rdes the Seven Values Clarification Steps in the

Facilitation Process)

Sorr.",,tduptud from {From values clarification to character

education: A personal 1o"nuy; by H' Kirschenb aum' 20.00' Journal

i]"iiinn:,itti'i counseiing, E1ucition and DeveIopme-nt' 39' 20'

i#igil;i;00 [y ir," nfrti""n Counseling Association' Reprinted

bv permission-
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,at, ou*"i ,
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values clarification began to lose favor during the 1980s'

The most comlnon arca of concern involves the appar-

ently value-neutral position of the group leader or

teacher. Many l-rave voiced concern that this experience

may create a permissive, self-absorbed atmospher-e, and

in its extreme, allow abusive or abhorrent values to go

unchallenged. Kinnier (199) suggested that religious

conservatism, political conservatism, a therapeutic para-

digm shift away from humanistic philosophy, and the in-

herent flaws within the theory itself are the major forces

that have dampened earlier enthusiasm for values clari-

fication. He noted tl-rat the core concepts are wofih rc-

taining and recommended several changes to resolve

specific problems and to extend the usefulness of this ap-

oroach. Kinnier forwarded the idea of focusing on one

concrete and specific values conflict at a tirne in a spe-

cific area of the person's life because people do not

" effectively evaluate values in single, abstract form The

ernphasis should not be on rank oldeling values, but

raiher on determining which values are in conJlict ar

the degree of conflict, as well as arriving at an ovefi

statement of how the key values in conflict can be re

onciled. This would provide a 'more specific goal to tl
process-resolution of a specified values conJlict-an
thus, Kinnier suggested how more effective interventiot

could be tailored to assist in this conflict resolution (Tab

5-1). The interventions are divided between rationalar

intuitive-type foci to accomrnodate differing person

styles of those in conflict.
In addition to these concerns about how the proce

was conceptualized and applied, several authorities r

viewed the effectiveness of values clarification in valu

or moral education. Based on theil critical review of tl

iiterature in tl-ris area, two leading proponents of mol

education (Leming, 1993; Lickona, 7991) considered tl

moral discussion approach of Lawrence Kohlberg (i98

rathei'than values clarification (Raths, Harmin, & Sinc

rq66) to be successful in moral education.
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5-1 Strategies for lntrapersonal Values Conflict Resolution

Rational Intuition Enhancing

!;i:|-
i. -O"f'n'ng the conflict clearly Emotional focusing
+., , ^ ,r-^-r^^ i-fnrmetinn <rrctam2fi.2llv Brainstorming/free,i. Cutn"ring information systematically Brainstorminfree association

,,,, 
tCorpuring alternatives and considering consequences logically Life review

f,-, itimi'nating alternatives systematically Psychodrama Cuided imagery into hypothetical focus

i,, ."o"inn vigilant for maladaptive affect regarding the conflict, Personal rituals

L,;;;1";";, of uotn 1e.g., worry, postdeJisionai regret, Incubation. (e.g., Vision Quesf Incubation (e'8', Vision

i ..i;;;;;;;iteliefs) and 
"using 

cognitive restructuring, emotional Quest meditation) Self-confrontational exercises

i, -1.".r1.it"., or stress-redultioitechniques to counter such as the devil's advocate or the two-chair exercise,

i-.,n"LJr',f"e affect and confrontation with one's own mortality that 
"_i;t :il'* -- ' involves both rational discourse and a focus on affective

iljii,,,i, lllvotves uuLil rduuildl ursLuur>c dlru d ruLur

id-r reactions
pi:71,,"
[_]ii..
il.,- $orr.", From ,A Reconceptualization of Values Clarification: Values Conflict Resolution" by R. T. Kinnier, 1995, Journal of Counseling &

l:,','rii"u"lopn"nt, 24, 18-24. Copyright 1995 by American Counseling Association. Reprinted by permission.

iii',, I
.llt:: .

i: r:1.,. ,

Valuing counseling process itself (mesosystem)' These opera-

tions are embedded in the contefi of societal values

surrounding the dilemma (macrosystem). Although

this analysis may be couched in the marriage andfam-
ily counseling paradigm, it is important for, counselors

in all settings to consider contextual or hierarchical

levels that affect their ethical and values analysis
(TarrT'das & Cottone, 1991). Authorities such as Sue

(1996) and Coyne and Cook (2004) have called for a

recognition that systems interventions will be neces-

,ury-foI. ethical practice as counselors recognize that

clients often have experiences embedded in the sys-

tems in which they are nested. 
. ; i:' '

Yaluing, or the negotiation of values, is :r model

and practice that has grown out of these ctrncerns for
reconciling disparate and often competing'values ori-

entations. This model better accommodates forces'of
social change as expressed in various social and cul-

tural value Chung"t (HuLrer, 1994). Huber described the

valuing process as one in which the counselor:

Negotiates with a client in emphasizing certain values

plevior-rsly d.e-emphasized, and at the same tirle in rele-

gating otiler values to the background. \Tithin the con-

text of the therapist-client negotiation, values evolve

with accompanying behavioral changes tl:Iat are compat-

ible with vaiues changes. Essentially, the therapist and

client come together in negotiating a corlmon world of
Iess pain and conflict . . ' Valuing recognizes that rrhen

ther:apist and client come together:, they can negotiate a

new, common system contahing eletnents or both sttb-

systems as well as unique propeities arising fi'om their

intelacfions. @p. 235 -236)

Other issues have arisen as counselors attempt to ap-

ply the individualistically oriented concepts of values

alarification to group ot marriage and family counsel-

ing issues. The role of interdependence in healthy

hriman relationships and the social, political, and cul-

tural context of the individuai's experience are an

important aspect of .the counseling therapeutic and

theoretical worldviews that are beyond the scope of
more limited specialty area perspectives. For exam-

ple, Sue (1'996) noted that counseling practices that

impose monocultural value s)4stemg ,or biases on

clients from diverse cultural backgrounds are discrim-

inatory and unethical.
Marriage and farntly counselors have long strug-

gled with issues of reconciling the conceptualization of
the individual's values with those in the relationships
of the group or famiiy as a wholistic entity' Doherty
and Boss (1991) reviewed the literature on value issues

and ethics in tfie practice of marrl^ge and family. They

noted that the idea of value neutality on the patt of
the therapist is no longer viable and the emphasis

in the field should be on accommodating values within
the therapeutic process. Thomas G994) provided a
rnodel of value analysis within marriage and family
counseling that attempts to meld personal and systern-

ically oriented value systems in addressing value

dilemrnas. He noted that counselors must analyze and
reconcile values at (a) the individual level of the coun-

selor microsystem, (b) the family level of the client's

miclosvstem. and (c) the level of the overlapping
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Counselors must acknowledge several implications in
their practice to enact such an approach to reconciling
values. Taken togethet these assumptions constitute a

valuing perspective and worldview that create the con-
ditions for this more interactive alliance around a par-

ticular values perspective. Huber (1994) described

these key assumptions based on the eadier work of Dell
(198r. The practitioner must recognize that:

1. No such pbenomenon as An absolute ualue exists

that is objectively true or good. Rather, values are

a result of the person's processing or reaction of a

system's values.
2. All persons must take responsibi'lity for selecting,

interpreting, and holding their own values; thus,

no one can be held ultimately responsible for
changing another's values.

l. Therapists must accept responsibility for the ten-
dency to pathologize tbeir clients, or to see them in
terms of their pathologies or problems, thus de-

emphasizing the role of their own values in the

process.
4. Counselors must accept that "wbat ls, es." They

must allow clients to be accepted for who they are,

rather than being judged as bad or sick because of
behaviors that do not conform to the counselor's
values or preferences.

In addition to these assumptions, values negotiation or'

valuing involves several process-related components.
The value assumptions just described are only

working assumptions and must be examined criticaliy.
Neveftheless, these principles, if acknowledged and in-
corporated within the work of the valuing process, will
al1ow valuing to occur in a constructive and productive
manner. The core components of valuing are (a) recog-
nition of murual obligations and entitlements within the
relationships among the parties, or the "give and take"

of human interactions; (b) the acknowledgment of
those things to which others are entitled and the valid
claims of others; and (c) the balance of fairness (Hubeq

1994). If obligations, entidements, and claims are aII

taken together and are in relative balance, the climate
will facilitate the balance of fairness in terms of values
issues in the relationship. Although attending to these

principies and the valuing process within the counsel-
ing relationship rnay appe r to add gtearly to its com-
plexiry, in reality these considerations recognize and

respect the truly shared nature of this important rela-
tionship befween dlvetse, autonomous beinls. Values

issues that arise between counselor and client from the

dazzlingly numerous sources of interpersonal diversity

are not only accommodated, but have the potential to

enrich the counselor and the client, and their relation-

ship, if they are directly addressed within the valuing
process.

Moral Discussion and Levels
of Development

Kohlberg (7964; 197I), one of the key figures in de-

velopmental psychology and the phiiosophy of moral-
iry, has led in the current understanding of the moral
development of children and adults. His work pro-

vides a way to extend and enrich the important
process of values education or clarification by under-
standing the moral perspectives that underli.e these

value choices. Kohlberg's work presents a theoretical
understanding of how moral reasoning develops and

relates values to moral growth. The Kohlberg system

removes concerns about the seeming relativity of val-

ues in the values clarification by interpreting moral
choice within a parttcular, developmental moral sys-

tem that holds lustice as its core concept. Kohlberg's
theory explains value choices within the context of

how people develop higher ievels of moral judgment
(Reimeq Paolitto, & Hersch, 1983).

Kohlberg's 'work (L964; 1971) is drawn from
Piaget's developmental psychology, which focused on

the reasoning processes undedying the behavior in-
volved in children's cognitive developmental stages.

Similarly, Kohlberg focused specifically on the reason-

ing processes underlying the behaviors associated with
moral development. He also.assumed a universal, ab-

solute core of morality that provides-structure to this

reasoning process. Kohiberg maintained that all human

societies believe in certain core moral values, even

though there may be moral debates and cultural dif-
ferences regarding their interpretationsr (a) laws and

values, (b) conscience, (c) personal roles of affection,
(d) authority, (e) civil rights, (f) contract, trust, and jus-

tice in exchange, (g) punishment, (h) the value of life,
(i) property rights and values, and (j) truth. Kohlberg

spent his career studying how molal stages are orga-

nized and learned. He proposed that children form
their own moral philosophies and systems as they are

exposed to and grapple with moral experiences and

dilemmas. This process is creative and is an attempt to

make sense out of the information, experiences, and

culture that surround the individual. It is considered

optimal to expose people to these situations and assist

them in processing them for themselves within the

context of the moral system. Kohlberg and.VTbsserman



(1980) recommended that ethical behavior can best be

encourag.d by (a) exposing people to the higher

srages of moral development; (b) introducing them

to lrreconcilable ethical dilemmas, thus stimulating

awareness and dissatisfaction with the lowel less so-

phisticated levels of reasoning; and (c) providing a

s,-rpportive, therapeutic environment in which the

,ituuriottt and analyses can be processed freely Van

Hoose and Kottler (1985) noted that the counseling

session is a likely environment for tLr-is process'
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(Figure 54). They assumed that counselors' like all

p.Iro.rr, initially mature through stages of develop-

ment within the context of age and situation-specific

experiences. They challenged counselors to identify

anb e*pIo.e their rationales for particular value or

ethical .hoi."t. Through insight and self-awareness'

counselors reach more sophisticated levels of ethical

reasoning. These stages of ethical orientation pre-

sented by Van Hoose and Paradise are (a) punishment'

(b) institutional, (c) , societal, (d) individual, and

ie) principle or conscience. (See Figure 54 for de-

,.iiptiotrt-of the stages' characteristics You may wish

to think about the last ethical dilemma you faced, how

you responded to it, and your level of thinking on this

matter.) The individual's level of ethical orientation

can be thought of as forming that person's intuitive

sense of moral judgment. The counselor would use

this dominant general level of orientation or moral

thinking to consider ethical dilemmas as described by

Kitchener (1984> and discussed within the decision-

making arena described in Chapter 6'

In the context of this theoretical framework, 'a

number of assumptions regarding ethical behavior

follow: (a) The counselor's functioning is not solely at

one stage-this functioning may b9 4ffected by situa-

tional, eduJational, and other variables; (b) the orien-

tations are qualitatively discrete stages that refl'ect a

continuum of ethicai reasoning; (c) the basis for eth-

ical judgment is characterizedby the dominant stage

of ethical orientation; (d) stages are coritinuous and

You counseled a couple for approximately 1 year and the

marriage ended in divorce' The husband is suing his wife lor

custody of their two children.You have received a subpoena

from the husband's attorney to appear in court to testify

about the wife's emotional instability' Although there was

evidence of the wife's emotional instability during counseling'

you do not think it is serious enough to warrant an "unfit

mother" verdict. To complicate matters, you find out that the

wife has employed the most incompetent attorney in the city

and you are afiaid he will not represent her well' What will

vou do?

QUESTION FOR REFLECTION

Kohlberg's system of moral development stages

has been described as Kohlberg's greatest contribution

to the study of ethics (Van Hoose & Kottler, 1985)'Yan

Hoose and Paradise (197, adapted these stages to de-

scribe the stages of ethicai orientation for counselors

Stage L Punishment Orieniatioh Counselor decisions, suggestions, and iourses of action are based on a strict

adherence to prevailing rules and standardS,'i'"., on" *utt"O"e punished for bad behavior and rewarded for good

behavior. The primary concern is the strict attention to the physical consequences of the decision'

Stage ll. Institutional Orientation Counselor decisions, suggestions' and courses of action are based on a strict

adherence to the rules and policies of the institution or ugency. The correct pottut" is based on the expectations oI

higher authorities.

Stage lll. Societal Orientation The maintenance of standards, approval of others' and the laws of society and the

public characterize this stage oJ ethical behavior. concern is for duty and societal welfare' 
.

Stage lV. Individual Orientation The primary concern of the counselor is for ihe needs of the individual while

avoiding the violation of laws and the rights of others. concern ior law and societal welfare is recognized' but is

secondary to the needs of the individual'

Stage v. principle or Gonscience orientation concern for the individual is primary with little regard for the legal'

prolessional. or societal consequences. what i, iighi, i" u."ord with self-chosen principles of conscience and internal

ethical formulations, determines counselor behavior'

FICURE 5-4. Stages of Ethical Orientation I

Source:From EthicsinCounselingandPsychotherapy:PerspectivesinlssuesandDeCisionMaking(p'117) 
byW'H'VanHooseandL'V'

Paradise, 1 979, Cranston, RI: The Carroll Press.
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overlapping, suggesting development toward higher
levels; (e) development in ethical judgment is forward
and irreversible, but specific ethical actions need not
be so; and (D internalized ethical conflict may be gen-
erated by discrepancies beNveen ethical reasoning
and action associated with situational influences (Van

Hoose & Paradise, 1979). Nthough all stage theories
can be criticized for certain structural limitations (e.g.,

not accommodating individual variations in patterns
of rnovement between stages), the stages of ethical
orientation for counselors presented by Van Hoose
and Paradise continue to provide a useful framework
for counselors to think about their moral develop-
ment. Counselors may be assisted by realizing that
there are hierarchically and developmentally ordered
benchmarks against which they measure their current
ethical reasoning abilities. Additionally, because the
theory is oriented toward continued moral develop-
ment through ongoing education within a specific
moral and principled framework, it provides a posi-
tive, structured model for professional education and
improvement.

PRINCIPLE ETHICS, VIRTUE ETHICS,
AND THE ETHICS OF CARE

Principle ethics and analysis as introduced in Chapter 3,
are powerful tools that the counselor must iearn to em-
ploy in the ethical decision-making process. Recent
trends question the exclusive reliance on principle
ethics, most notably those of feminist scholars and au-
thorities in cross-cultural or multicultural studies. This
critique is related to the perception that the cultural as-
sumptions in principle ethics are based heavi$ on
\flestern, scientific thought and a general indMdualistic,
male-oriented worldview (see Chapter 11). Since the
late 1980s, the study of ethical discourse has been en-
riched by writings on the ethics of care and virtue
ethics. These rwo perspectives offer alternative per-
spectives for considering ethical reasoning. Both hold
the potential to better accommodate the positions of
nonmainstream people, women, and persons fi'om cul-
turally diverse backgrounds. Virtue ethics, the ethics of
care, and the multicultulal perspective can complement
the traditional processes of principle ethics that have
provided the bulk of ethical tradition within counseling.

Traditional principle ethics approaches analysis of
problematic ethical questions thu'ough appiication of a
set of ethical plinciples that constitute prima facie oblig-
ations owed to others. Principle ethics requires the use
of a ratronal, linear, logical, universal, and objective

analysis to determine what one's ethical duty is in a pa

ticular situation. This process requires weighing ho
the principles apply to the case at hand through z

impartial analysis. This approach essentially requirr

the counselor to ask the question "what shall I do?"

resolve the ethical dilemma (Meara, Schmidt, & Da
t995).In terms of ethical approaches to research pa

ticipation, principle ethics approaches tend to focus c

a contractual model.

Relational Ethics

Relational ethics has developed and been nurtured t
the feminist ethics tradition and can be seen as broad
encompassing such major ateas as virtue ethics, ethir

of care, and feminist ethics. The movement to consid,

ethical issues from the viewpoint of relational or virtt
ethics and those implications is full of difficulty as we

as gteat potential (Fisher, 2000). The broad area <

relational ethics addresses ethical reasoning prima
ily through development of character traits or virfu(
and concerns itself with cultural. contextual. relationz
and emotional-intuitive responses to ethical dilemma
Relational ethics addresses the question of "wh
should I be?" that will inform my ethical reasoning an

actions within the context of the particular relatior
ships I have with others. As such, relational ethics ai

proabhes may have greater potential to accommodar
the consideration of the concerns present by nor

mainstream people, women, and people from cultu
ally diverse backgrounds. In this'paradigm, counselo:
and clients may choose to enter into a relationship i

which they would collaboratively discuss the benefi
and concerns that would be relevant to their respectir,
needs and interests in the situation. The ethical trad
tions of virtue ethics, ethics of care, and feminist ethi<

offer rich streams of thought to broaden out the col
sideration of the ethical dilemmas that occur withi
counseling practice.

There is a nalural tendency among many beha,

ioral scientists and traditional practitioners to reject th

use of the concepts of virtue and relational/contexatt
foci in ethical considerations. This tendency originate

in a long history of valulng the scientific tradition. Sc

entific communities historically have called into quer

tion the focus on nonempirical aspects of a sifuatio
that are not considered scientific evidence; in shor
they prefer dealing with what are seen as facts rath<

than values (Tieltveit, 2003). Virtues and relationr
ethics are closely related to the detelmination of whz
constitutes good in the context of specific communitie
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and relationships. Addressing ethical dilernmas under

conditions where there is no explicit dialogue about

what is good or virtuous in a professional communify is

difficult. In these conditions tirere may be.divergent in-

terpretations of what is good, as well as diverse and mul-

tiple communities involved as stakeholders in the ethical

situation. Therefore, it is likely that there will be major

:obstacles in gaining a satisfying resolution to the impor-

iant ethical questions, especially if conditions arise in

ffiich open consideration and nonhierarchical discus-

lsion about these issues are not encouraged. It is for that
,reason that the nanatives, beliefs, and traditio-ns of clients

and their communities must be considered. Approaches

to ethical decision making are beginning to provide clear

inclusion of both relational and principle ethical consid-

leration (Cottone, 2000; Kitchener, 1.996; Tarvydas,

'nOO4). There is recognition that such integrative ap-

;broaches may enhance the abiiiry of models to address
.transcultural diiemmas in responsible approaches to
ethical decision making (Garcia, Cartwright, 'Winston,

& Borzuchowska, 2003). The broader consideration of
iontextual, environmental factors, while including ex-
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importantly, (e) connect witb. and understand the mores

of their communities and the importance of community

in moral decision making, poliry setting, and character

development ; and are alert to the iegitimary of cllent di-

versity in these respects (Meara, Schmidt, &Day, 1995)'

Virtuous professionals strive to do what is right because

ttrey judge it to be right rather than being concerned

about a pafticular outcome. (See Box 5-3.) Some au-

thorities see viftrre ethics as enhancing ethical practice in
multicultural contexts: Practitioners are more sensitive in
their conduct because they are rooted in a particular

community's wisdom and moral serse (Ibrahim, 1996;

Yasqeuz, 1995).
It is important to evaluate critically how virfue

ethics can contribute to the ethical tradition of the

counseling profession, as well as to consider related

concerns. The communities that are a crucial medium
for the development of a virtuous ethic can themselves

be insular and ethnocentric, thus becoming harmful to

others (Kitchener, 1996). Also, the virtue ethics tradi-

tion is seen as irrelevant to the adjudication of ethics

complaints by licensure boards and ethics committe'es

(Bersoff, 1996). ftnally, the professional community
has raised concerns that it may be impossible to teach

virtues and that selection of vifiuous individuals into
the professional communify may be the necessaly ap-

proach (Bersoff; Kitchener, 1996). Nonetheless, many

schoiars believe that principles and virtues cannot be

separated-neither is primary, but each serves to bal-

ance the other. Professionals a1e called upon to per-

form certain actlons for ge4ain \1n{s gf ,peoplq,

Ethics of Care

The ethics of care, which springs from the feminist

scholar Carol Gilligan's (1977) critique of Kotrlberg's
(I97I) work on moral development, is not necessarily a

new approach. Her groundbreaking critique noted that

Kohlberg's work was based on male, and not female,

research participants. \(omen were generally seen in

Kohlbeigian research as performing at a lower state of
moral maturity-that of conventionallevel develop-

ment. Gilligan stated that because women attend to the

influences of relationships in their reasoning, their

approach is essentiaily accommodated by a system

of moral development that is relationally-and not
justice-based. Thus, caring for-others is not interpreted
as consistent with the highest level of moral develop-

ment. As a result, Gilligan and other scholars working
in this new perspective developed an approach to

ethics: the ethics of care that operates in contrast to the

.r,;.,,, plicit discussion of what constitutes virnre and what as-

i;i;;:' pects of relationship are citical and constiute a shared
l. sense of goodness, is necessary to develop a collaborative

sense of the ethical obligation that will serve the needs of
the diverse communities involved (Tjelweit, 2003).

*i!..' '

i1:; ,virtue Ethics
t,' 

Virr.r" ethics is very often discussed by contrasting it to
:. , tlt" prevailing tradjtjon of principie ethics. In virtue
. '. ethics, professionals are called upon to aspire toward

;. ideals and develop virtues or traits of character to
'i- 4chieve these ideals (Meara, Schmidt, & Day, 1996).lt
,:- is the qualities of tire person that have merit or work in
i". sotne particular context; these qualities are often re-'. 

Iated to mattel's of right conduct or morality. Vjrtue
t' ' ..',.rnt.t focuses on the agent or individual rather than on
,' ': the action or decision made, as in principle ethics-not
i . r'what shail we do?" but rather "who shall we become?"r , (Kleisr & $flhite, 1997, p.I2D.
,-.,. : Virtue ethics has two general goals: (1) achieving

., ', .11d maintaining professional competence, and (2) striv-

. . 
ing for the conrlnon good. To accomplish these ends, the

. ." ' plofessional should cultivate such virtues as prudence,

,,' lntegritl., and respectfulness. viituous professionals
(a) are molivated to do whar is good; (b) possess vision

.. 
- and discernment; (c) realize the role of affect or emotion

,.., ,.tl assessing ol judging proper conduct; (d) have a high
degfee of self-understanding and awareness; and, most

- - .t.

'.

ut tl,
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prevailing ethic of justice, or plinciple ethics' Although

many of these scholars were feminists, the area is mot-e

ploperly thought of as the ethics of care rather than

feminist etbics due to its content, applicability across

ie.rde.s, and much broader influence on the study of

lthics, such as to the study of ethics within a multicul-

tural context.
\fithin the ethics of care, the world is seen through

a particular "way of knowing" or interpreting experi-

,ence that e.mphasizes human connectedness, or a rela-

tional perspective, as opposed to seeing it through a

lens of scientific knowledge and the laws of natule and

man. It emphasizes the social construction of under-

standin:1, knowleclge, and the participation of a com-

muniry of "knowers." Within this perspective, great

impoitance is placed on cofilmlinication with others

anJ honoring relational aspects, obligations or obliga-

tions of care inherent in the relationships berween peo-

ple. To fulfili thls obligation, one pe1'son must be able

io tuk. the perspective of and understand the other'

This perspective calls upon one not to leave out others

to whom,one owes social obligation or exclude them

from consideration (Noddings, 1992)' Although the

ethics of care has had wide infLuence, particularly in

nur-sing scholarship, it has leceived a number of criti-

cisms as wel1. For example, some feel it could lead to

neglecting the care of strangers (Crowley, 1994), ex-

ploitation of tl'Le caregiver, not distinguishing between
- 

.lgnt nna s/rong sufflcient$ because care is blind (Nel-

son, 1992), and not having a coherent definition of the

ethic of care (Veatcl'i, 1998). The Feminist Therapy Code

of Ethics of the Feminist Therapy InstitLlte attempts to

use these concepts to guide the work of counselors

who wish to use feminist standards (see Appendix E)'

The influence of the ethics of care continues to grow'

possibly because, in addition to its potential to respond

io the influences of social constructivism and multicul-

turalism on the professions, it has a compeliing human

appeal. This appeal is weil reflected in the remarks of

Tong (1998) when she stated that practitioners are re-

quiid "to at least tryto develop caring feelings as well

as conscientious desires and empathic skills ' ' ' In my

hours of greatest r.'ulnerability, I wil1 need more than

skilled hanas. I will also need a caring heaLt" (p' 151)'

These newe t are s of ethics scholarship have done

much to enrich the dialogue about ethics, as weli as

humanizing and diversifying the practice of applied

ethics. Any serious area of study requires that scholars

and practitioners be alefi to new trends and informa-

tion ihat result in updating or changing the knowledge

base and skills of the field. The multiculturalism move-

ment, virtue ethics, aod the ethics of care perform such

a service for the study of ethics and substantially enlich

counselors' understanding of practicing the profession

ethically. In Chapter 6 you will be introduced to two

models of ethical decision making that attempt to

respond to these new ways of viewing ethics Tarvydas'

lntegrative Decision-Making Model of Ethical Behavior,
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i:r,,:,:,:-r r-offone's Social ConstrLlctivism Model of Ethical

i: *:,;;"ou"r.t"g Tarvydas' model incorporates the

.. .i;i";;t or uiti.," ethics within the important attitu-
truruv!'--' ing the ethi-

.' ;;; assets that are discr'tssed as permeat

i,.:.::,cal decision maKmg process' and the influence of the

i,,, 
"iftl., 

of care cun b-e^seen in the careful consideration

;'l' 'irli. nerspecdve of the other and the stakeholders in

I: ::^:: il.'*.rr as the infusion of contextual analysis
.: - JL45L -t *"

iriif,i3.rgnour Srages III and IV. Cottone's Social Con-

lr,iliirl..inr.fivisln model is wholly grounded in a fOUndational

:. #;; ,nui ul"*t relationships and relational systems

::. I'1"# -|" of understanding for ethical analysis These-

:' it^'l'it"t.,tit- 
-tr'oa"rt 

^re-yet 
another iilustration of

t:r 'Lwrro"'*--^ - .' ' ndthe ethics of care have stimulated
howvittue ethlcs a

;;;,ntnt tng in the understanding of ethics'

::ii .

l.'.: ,

l, anottER sUMMARY

The issues surrounding ethical judgment involve a com-

,' pi"" interplay of morals' values' and priorities that peo-

i. li"-nora in relationship ro themselves, their colleagues,
r-

:, andother prolessio"is' Ethics is a branch of study in

l.l
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plrilosophy concernlns rt:- p":p1".::ti::" act to-

wald one another' Uorals involve the goodness or

nJ""* 
"f 

n"man behavior or character' Values ate efi'

during beliefs of *n^t J wofihwhile and reflect the

vaiue holder's woda.'iew, culture' or understanding of

the world. Values .lu,ititutiott, the valuing process' and

moral discussion are general processes that assist c^oun-

selors in working with clients' value systems' varucr

clarification involves,ftt"" tttpt' ptizing' choosing' and

;;1;; on one's values values-chosen through this

;;At-"; caled clarjfied values' valuing' or negotia-

tion of .ralr-tes, accommodates forces of social change as

expressed in social and cultural value changes'

INTERNET RESOURCES

Those wishing to investigate these topics fui1her should

searchtheinternetusing"*refollowingkeywords:values,

-.t^it, ""f"es 
clarificition, values conflict resolution'

;;iG, moral discussion, moral development'rc\:t"::t

"duc^Ion, 
principle ethics, virtues' vtlue. etntcs' leta-

iJ""i".r,ti.i ethics of cate, andfeminist ethics'
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